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not have complied. The existence of an approved resolution may also

help us in our efforts to moderate the outcome of the OAS Foreign

Ministers’ meeting which starts tomorrow.

[Omitted here is material unrelated to the conflict in the South

Atlantic.]

302. Report Prepared in the Central Intelligence Agency

1

Washington, May 27, 1982

SPOT COMMENTARY: Falklands Situation—British Commence

Attack Against Darwin/Goose Green

British paratroopers are attacking Darwin/Goose Green this morn-

ing, [1 line not declassified]. UK forces apparently were waiting to con-

struct a Harrier runway at their East Falklands beachhead at Port San

Carlos before beginning the operation. [less than 1 line not declassified]

the container ship Atlantic Conveyer is still afloat and that salvage opera-

tions are underway.
2

[portion marking not declassified]

Comment: The British have been suggesting for the past two days

that large-scale combat operations would begin shortly on the Falk-

lands. The Argentines had an estimated 600 troops at Darwin/Goose

Green when the British landed last Friday
3

and some limited reinforce-

ment has probably occurred since then. Darwin/Goose Green sits

astride a motorable trail that provides the single best access from the

western part of the island to Port Stanley. The major portion of the

British force probably will use this route, although some British troops

may be airlifted across country by helicopter. [portion marking not

declassified]

Harrier jets probably will be quickly moved to the island now that

the San Carlos airfield has been completed. These aircraft will have

several missions, but they probably will be used principally to protect

1

Source: Department of State, Executive Secretariat, Files of Alexander M. Haig,

Jr., 1981–1982, Lot 82D370, (3) Falklands Crisis 1982. Secret; [handling restriction not

declassified]. Prepared in the Directorate of Intelligence.

2

On May 25, Argentine aircraft attacked and sank the British container ship Atlantic

Conveyor with an Exocet anti-ship missile. For a detailed account of the battle for Darwin

and Goose Green from the British perspective, see Freedman, Official History, vol. II, pp.

546–576.

3

May 21. See Document 285.
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the beachhead and support the movement of the land forces. [portion

marking not declassified]

The Atlantic Conveyor brought Harrier jets to the Falklands but we

believe they were transferred to the aircraft carriers before the ship

was struck by an Exocet missile. The Atlantic Conveyer apparently still

contains helicopters and ammunition—some of which may be recover-

able. [portion marking not declassified]

303. Telegram From the Embassy in Argentina to the Department

of State

1

Buenos Aires, May 27, 1982, 1606Z

3312. CINCSO for INTAFF, CINCLANT for POLAD, Rome for

Vatican. Subject: Argentina: Galtieri Replies to Reagan’s 25 May

Message.

1. (U) President Leopoldo Galtieri has addressed a message to US

President Ronald Reagan in response to his note on the occasion of

the commemoration of 25 May.
2

2. (U) Following is the text of Galtieri’s letter to President Reagan:

Quote If our people and government were surprised over the never

expected attitude that the United States has adopted in supporting

Great Britain in its conflict with Argentina, on receiving your congratu-

lations on occasion of the 25 May celebrations today, the Argentine

people and government cannot be more surprised. The assertion made

therein, “that never before has it been so important to reassert the

common interests and values which the Argentina and the United

States and to reiterate the commitment we made to cooperate in this

Hemisphere and in the entire world,” is not in keeping with the attitude

of your government and is something which cannot be understood

under the present circumstances. Unquote.

1

Source: Reagan Library, Roger W. Fontaine Files, Country Files, Argentina (May

1982). Confidential; Immediate. Sent for information Immediate to the South Atlantic

Sitrep Collective and for information to Panama City, USCINCSO, USCINCLANT, and

the Defense Intelligence Agency.

2

Not found. According to a June 18 note from Bremer to Clark transmitting the

signed original of Galtieri’s letter to the White House, Reagan’s May 25 message was

sent to Galtieri to mark the occasion of the Argentine National Day. Bremer added that

a response to Galtieri’s letter “would not serve any useful purpose.” (Department of

State, Central Foreign Policy File, P820091–1421)
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